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About the author

Ronit Bird is a teacher whose interest in pupils with specific learning difficulties began with a
focus on dyslexia. She qualified as a teacher at London University and subsequently gained a
further qualification as a specialist teacher. While working with dyslexic pupils in a mainstream
school, Ronit started to develop strategies and teaching activities to help support the learning of
pupils who were experiencing difficulties in maths.

Ronit has taught in both primary and secondary settings, and has worked as a special educational
needs coordinator (SENCO) in both the independent and state sectors. She currently works as a
teacher and as a contributor to professional development courses. Ronit also runs training courses
on dyscalculia for Harrow subject leaders, teachers and teaching assistants as part of the Harrow
Dyscalculia Project, and works in an advisory capacity with the participating schools.
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How to use this book

This book is for anyone working with learners who have not yet gained a secure understanding of
the key ideas behind addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. It is particularly targeted
at older learners who could feel humiliated or embarrassed by having to work with material obvi-
ously intended for young children but who still need help with some of the fundamental numeracy
concepts.

The book identifies a small core of key strategies for numeracy and provides a detailed and prac-
tical guide to teaching them, taking into account the prerequisite skills that underpin each strategy.
The key strategies addressed are:

� Bridging through 10, and through multiples of 10.

� Subtraction as complementary addition, so that pupils are always working up (forwards).

� Empty number lines for both addition and subtraction, not only as a way of working but also
as a way of supporting visualisation strategies.

� Visualisation techniques to support mental calculation.

� The area model of multiplication and division.

� Multiplication and division taught side by side, with pupils always working up (forwards).

� Using logic and reasoning to extend knowledge and proficiency.

In developing the approach featured in this book, I have deconstructed the essential teaching
points of the numeracy strategies listed above and teased out a structured and logical sequence
for teaching and learning. The resulting series of teaching activities provides for a systematic
and cumulative progression in very small incremental steps, frequently reinforced. In this way,
pupils can be introduced to a single new idea at every step, without being prematurely exposed
to problems beyond their level of understanding. Pupils are therefore able to experience success
while developing their mathematical understanding.

I make no attempt to devise a formal or prescriptive teaching programme. Instead, I have tried
to record, in as detailed and accessible a manner as I can manage, ideas that I have found to be
successful with my own pupils in combating a range of common misconceptions and difficul-
ties. The suggestions that I offer are presented as a structured series of consecutive activities
and the work is predominantly practical and oral. I prefer to avoid worksheets because I sus-
pect that having pupils work through pages of written examples will only result in the pupils
reinforcing the same inefficient strategies and bad habits that have contributed to their lack of
progress. I strongly believe that the teacher is each pupil’s most important resource and that the
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

vii

teaching focus should always be on developing logical thinking and mathematically sound cog-
nitive models.

The activities and ideas in this book are all ready to use with a minimum of preparation. The
only equipment needed is what is commonly available in the classroom or easily purchased:
dominoes, dice, playing cards and number cards, Cuisenaire rods and base-ten blocks, paper
and pencil. Various other resources, including printable game boards and information about
Cuisenaire rods, can be found on the accompanying CD .

The contents of the book are organised into four parts:

Part I – How to help pupils stop counting in ones.

Part II – The bridging technique.

Part III – The area model of multiplication and division.

Part IV – Reasoning strategies.

Each chapter begins with an overview of the subject, putting the teaching points into context.
Each chapter also displays a summary of the individual steps that are later expanded into con-
secutive teaching activities.

Part I addresses one of the most common obstacles to struggling pupils’ progress in numeracy,
namely, their tendency to rely on counting in ones. A wealth of different ideas for activities and games
are designed to promote component work and to help learners climb out of the ‘counting trap’.

Part II contains a detailed step-by-step guide to teaching the bridging technique for both addition
and subtraction. Following an analysis of the requisite pre-skills together with suggested activities
for teaching these pre-skills to pupils for whom the concepts are not yet secure, two further chap-
ters are devoted to the teaching of bridging through 10, and then through multiples of 10. These
chapters advocate the teaching of subtraction as complementary addition, and explore how
pupils can move from the concrete stage to the purely abstract stages of mental calculation.

Part III contains a detailed step-by-step guide to teaching the area model for multiplication and
division. The first two chapters address both operations together and include an analysis of the
requisite pre-skills complete with suggested activities for teaching these pre-skills to pupils for
whom the concepts are not yet secure. Two further chapters are devoted to the teaching steps
though which pupils can learn to manage the transition from the concrete stage to the abstract
stage of understanding the standard written algorithms.

Part IV focuses on reasoning strategies. Pupils with difficulties in maths are rarely flexible in their
thinking and must be explicitly taught how to use the few facts they know to derive new facts.

The CD accompanying this book contains a short introduction to Cuisenaire rods as well as printable
resources for games, puzzles and activities .
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CHAPTER ONE

More than 50 ideas to help pupils
stop counting in ones

Overview

Many pupils who struggle with arithmetic have a tendency to count in ones. What is a normal
stage of development for most children becomes a crutch for pupils with poor number sense.
Pupils who continue to rely on this unsophisticated and laborious strategy well beyond the stage
at which counting is appropriate or efficient have fallen into the ‘counting trap’.

The counting trap is the situation in which pupils know very few arithmetic facts for certain, and
therefore have to calculate every new fact from scratch. They calculate by counting in ones, an
arduous and long-winded process that puts so much strain on their already weak memories that
the newly found answer becomes dissociated from the question and therefore cannot be added
to the store of known facts. Which, in turn, means that very few number facts can be instantly
recalled or relied upon, so that every new fact must be calculated afresh.

In order to help such pupils make progress, it is essential to teach them to replace their ones-
based approach with chunking techniques. The aim is to minimise the number of calculation
steps in order to increase a pupil’s chances of achieving a correct solution in a reasonable
amount of time and without putting any undue strain on working memory. Eddie Gray, writing
in Teaching & Learning Early Number,1 explains how a reliance on counting inhibits flexibility and
puts forward the idea that in order for newly calculated facts to be laid down in long-term mem-
ory the counting process must be compressed.

Pupils who habitually count on their fingers need to be given lots of opportunities to work
through targeted activities that help them become thoroughly familiar with the number bonds
of the first ten whole numbers, and then, by extension, of all the whole numbers up to twenty.
Pupils must also engage in activities that encourage them to partition numbers into suitable
components and to manipulate the components, rather than collections of single units, as they
work towards a solution. The objective is for pupils to replace their immature habits with more
efficient methods. However, pupils will, understandably, be reluctant to relinquish their well-
established counting habits before they feel absolutely secure about any new approach. It is only
after plenty of practice, therefore, that pupils will begin to accept that working with components
is better than working with ones.
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OVERCOMING DIFFICULTIES WITH NUMBER

10

Games and puzzles are by far the most enjoyable way of getting the necessary practice in component
work. This chapter contains more than fifty suggestions for suitable games and activities
designed to appeal to adolescent learners. Pupils can be introduced to the games alongside their
work on the bridging techniques described in Part II, and should, of course, accept that counting
in ones is forbidden during play.

The ideas in this chapter encompass a variety of teaching games and activities targeted at var-
ious stages of learning. Included are games that exploit representations of discrete materials
arranged into patterns, such as dominoes and dice, games that incorporate continuous concrete
materials, such as Cuisenaire rods, and purely abstract activities and puzzles that require only
cards or paper and pencil. Pupils should be encouraged to play games from each category. The
abundance and variety of the ideas enable new games to be introduced frequently, together with
new variations of familiar games, so as to provide regular revision without undue repetition.

The ideas can be used with individuals or with groups of pupils who are being withdrawn from
class in order to help them understand the essential arithmetic groundwork without which they
will not be able to access the rest of the maths curriculum.

The ideas are also ideal for extra-curricular maths clubs.

Summary of the component games in this chapter

CCoommppoonneenntt  ggaammee  NNuummbbeerr  ooff  ppllaayyeerrss EEqquuiippmmeenntt  rreeqquuiirreedd
Whose Number Wins? 2 4 sets of domino cards* (20 cards each)
Snap 2 4 sets of domino cards* (20 cards each)
Pelmanism 2 2 sets of domino cards* (20 cards total)
All in a Row 1, 2 or 3 1, 2 or 3 sets of domino cards* 

(10 cards each)
3-in-a-row Key Components 2 Paper and pencil, one 6-sided die
Basic Domino Game 2 or more Set of 28 dominoes
Make a 1–10 Sequence 1, 2 or 3 Set of 28 dominoes
Threes and Fives 2 Set of 28 dominoes
Round the Spot Any number Three 6-sided dice
Centenniel Up to 5 Three 6-sided dice
Triples Addition 2 or 3 Three 6-sided dice, or 10- or

20-sided dice
Odds or Evens 2 or 3 Three 6-sided dice, or 10- or 

20-sided dice
Stuck in the Mud 2 or 3 Five 6-sided dice
Three of a Kind 2 or 3 Five 6-sided dice
Who Has the Last Word? 2 Cuisenaire rods, one 10- or 

20-sided die
The 3-Component Challenge Any number 25 specified Cuisenaire rods each
Cherry Picking 2 Cuisenaire rods, one 10-sided die
Rods in Blocks 2 or 3 Cuisenaire rods, specially labelled 

die, paper
Descent 2 or 3 Cuisenaire rods, 6-sided die, paper tray
Tens Away 1 Pack of playing cards or digit cards*
Eleven Up 1 Pack of playing cards
Thirteens & Fifteens 1 Pack of playing cards

(Continued)
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Fifteen in a Suit 1 Pack of playing cards
Standing Aces 1 Pack of playing cards
Pyramid Solitaire 1 Pack of playing cards
Prisoners 1 Pack of playing cards
Pontoon 3 or more Pack of playing cards
Zero Blackjack 3 or more Pack of playing cards
Shut the Box 2 or 3 Playing cards or digit cards,* two 

6-sided dice
Banking Tens 2 or 3 One or two packs of digit cards*
Marching On/Marching Back 2 Playing board,* digit cards,* spinner
Conjure the Number 2 Pack of digit cards*
Subtract from 15 2 Pack of digit cards*
Minimise the Difference 2 Pack of digit cards,* paper and pencil
Maximise the Difference 2 Pack of digit cards,* paper and pencil
Plus or Minus 2 Plus or Minus cards* pre-prepared by 

pupils
Magic Squares and Any number Paper and pencil
Number Puzzles
Component Su Doku Any number Su Doku puzzles at various levels,* pencil

* Can be printed off from the CD.

Dice and domino patterns

Why use them?

Amounts that are otherwise too large to subitise (that is, quantify at a glance) can be read without
having to count in ones if the discrete items are arranged in a visually recognisable pattern. Dice and
domino patterns are visual patterns that can be easily recognised and are well known by most people. 

The dice patterns from 1 to 6 are shown here. It does not matter if the 2 and 3 are sometimes
represented vertically or horizontally, rather than diagonally. Amounts as small as these can be
readily subitised; numbers above 4 cannot usually be subitised, except when the units are
arranged in recognisable patterns.

These patterns can be extended for numbers up to 10 by making doubles patterns for the even
numbers and near-doubles patterns for the odd numbers. Doubles patterns are patterns that
highlight two identical components, i.e. showing 8 as being built from two patterns of 4, rather
than from, say, 6 and 2.

MORE THAN 50 IDEAS TO HELP PUPILS STOP COUNTING IN ONES

11

1 2 3 4 5 6

(Continued)
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Activity

Some numeracy activities based on these dice patterns can be found in my book The Dyscalculia
Toolkit.2 Many other ideas for young children can be found in Dyscalculia Guidance by Brian
Butterworth and Dorian Yeo.3 A variety of commercially produced games, such as board games
in which dice are used, or the dice game Yahtzee, can provide practice in subitising and dot pattern
recognition. Several quick and simple dice games suitable for older pupils are described below.

Pupils of secondary school age who perceive dot patterns as childish often prefer to work with domi-
noes. Dominoes feature in several of the activities, puzzles and games below. As well as clearly
showing the doubles and near-doubles components of the numbers up to twelve, dominoes are a
fruitful resource because they also show other ways of splitting numbers into paired components.

OVERCOMING DIFFICULTIES WITH NUMBER

12

Make domino pattern cards for the numbers 1–10

Pupils should start by building all the even numbers up to 10, by arranging counters or
nuggets in doubles patterns on top of a domino background that has been created by split-
ting a rectangle into two squares or oblongs. Pupils can then make their own set of domino
cards by sticking small round labels onto rectangles of card, or by drawing spot patterns onto
paper or card.

Pupils should be able to read these domino patterns in two ways, both as a total and as a
doubles fact. For example, they should recognise the last card shown here as ‘10’ and also
as ‘5 and 5’.

Next, have pupils build all the odd numbers up to 10 out of counters or nuggets, by repli-
cating one of the two patterns from each of the adjacent doubles layout. For example, when
making the number 7, position the new domino outline between the 6 and 8 patterns and
build the new pattern out of half the 6 and half the 8, i.e. 3 + 4.

1 + 1

2

2 + 2

4

3 + 3

6

4 + 4

8

5 + 5

10

6 7

3 + 4

8

(Continued)
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Pupils should make cards for all five of the even numbers first, and then all five of the odd
numbers.

You will find domino pattern cards on the CD ready to be printed off, but be aware that
pupils can learn a great deal from making their own cards.

Play component games with domino cards

Two of the games below can be played with one set of 10 cards for each player. Other games
require two sets of cards for each player. 

Whose Number Wins?

Two players play with two sets of domino cards each, i.e. 20 cards each.

RRuulleess:  Players turn over one domino card at a time, simultaneously, from their own shuf-
fled pack. Each player reads aloud the total number of spots on his/her own card. The
player with the higher number wins both cards. If both cards are the same, they remain
on the table to be appropriated by the winner of the next round.

VVaarriiaattiioonn:  Play so that the lower number wins.

Snap

Two players play with two sets of domino cards each, i.e. 20 cards each. 

RRuulleess: Players turn over one domino card at a time, simultaneously, from their own shuffled
pack. If both cards show the same total number of spots, the first player who calls out ‘snap’
wins all the face-up cards. 

MORE THAN 50 IDEAS TO HELP PUPILS STOP COUNTING IN ONES

13

(Continued)
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